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ABSTRACT

Takayuki Furuta has shown that if A is a dominant operator on a complex Hilbert space H,

and e\ is a unit eigenvector corresponding to an eigevalue \ of A, then j( g, e\)\2 < ^

for all g G H for which Ag ^ \g. This inequality extends to all operators such that the pure part

of A has empty point spectrum. In consequence we show that if A is a contraction (on a separa-

ble complex Hilbert space) with simple eigenvalues and Co completely non-unitary part, and if

(1 — A* A) $ is of Hilbert-Schmidt class, then the said inequality holds for A.
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We consider operators (i.e., bounded linear transformations) on a complex Hilbert space
H into itself. In extending an inequality of Bernstein [2] from the class of self-adjoint operators to
the class of dominant operators, i.e. operators A for which there exists a real number M\ > 1 such
that 11( A - X*x) 11 < M> 11( A - A) x\ | for all complex numbers A and x e H, Takayuki Furuta [5]
has shown that if e> is a unit eigenvector corresponding to an eigenvalue A of a dominant operator
A, then
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for all g £ H for which Ag JXg. Furthermore, the equality holds if and only if the component of

g orthogonal to ex is also an eigenvector of A, and that the bound for the right-hand side of (1) is

' f° r ^ y complex number r. An inspection of [5] shows that the only role played by the

dominant character of the operator A in the proof of this result is in concluding

(A-\)ex = 0 implies

Recall that the pure part of a dominant operator has empty point spectrum. For a general operator

A, let An © Ap, where An = A\Hn is normal and Av = A\HP (Hp = H Q Hn) is pure. Then

(A — \)e\ = 0 implies e> = e>i © 0, whenever ap(Ap) (= the point spectrum of Ap) is empty;

hence (A - A)*ex = [ U « - \In)* ® (Ap - XIv)*}(eXx © 0) = (An - A/n)*eM © 0 = 0.

Consequendy inequality (1) extends to all operators A for which ap{Ap) = <f>.

A version of inequality (1) holds even in the case in which ap( Ap) ^ <i> (Ap as defined
above). The key to this lies in the proof of [5, Lemma 2], as we now show. Let e\ G Hn be a
unit eigenvector corresponding to an eigenvalue X of the normal part An of the operator A. Let /
be orthogonal to e\, g = <xe\ + f for some complex number a, and suppose that Ag ^ \g. Then

(g,(A - \)g) = (g,(A- A)/) = (ae*,(A - X)f) + (f,(A- X)f)

This, upon proceeding as in the proof of [5, Lemma 2], implies inequality (1). We have:

Proposition 1 If e>(G Hn) is a unit eigenvector corresponding to an eigenvalue A of the normal

part of an operator A, then inequality (1) holds for all g G H for which Ag ^ Xg.

Contractions. We consider now contractions A which satisfy the property (referred to as property

(P) in the sequel) that if the restriction of A to an invariant subspace M, A\Mt is normal, then M

reduces A. The contraction A is said to be of the class Co (class Co) if |(^4*na:|| —• 0 (respectively

||ylnx|| —• 0) as n —• oo for all x € H; A is of the class C,\ (class C\.) of contractions if

inf ||A*Bxj| > 0 (respectively inf ||ylnz|[ > 0) for all non-zero x e H. We define the class

Cap, a, 0 - 0 ,1 by Cap = Ca D C./j. Let C denote the class of contractions A with C.o c.n.u.

(= completely non-unitary) parts which satisfy property ( P ) , have simple eigenvalues (i.e., the



eigenvalues of A are characteristic values of index one [6, p. 135], and for which the defect oper-

ator DA = (1 - A* A) * is of Hilbert-Schmidt class. (Recall that a dominant contraction satisfies

property (P), has Co c.n.u. part and simple eigenvalues [7].) We shall assume in the following

that our Hilbert space H is separable.

Theorem 1 If A € C and e> is a unit eigenvector corresponding to an eigenvalue A of A, then

inequality (1) holds for all g £ H such that Ag ^ \g, the bound for the right-hand side of (1)

is \\(A — T)g\\2/\\ — T\2 for any complex number r, and the equality holds if and only if the

component of g orthogonal to e> is also an eigenvector of A.

Before going on to prove the theorem, we recall the following. The contration A is of

the class Co if there exists an inner function 0 such that <f>{A) = 0; if A £ Co, then amongst all

inner functions <f> such that <j>(A) = 0 there is a minimal one (i.e., one which is a divisor in the

Hardy space H°° of all others), called the minimal function of A [6]. Also, if A £ Coo and DA is

of Hilbert-Schmidt class, then A 6 Co [8].

Proof In view of earlier comments, to prove the theorem it will suffice to show that the pure part
Ap of A has empty point spectrum. To this end we shall prove that Ap is a Cio contraction.

Since A has C o c.n.u. part, Ap € Co . Consequently, Ap has a triangulation:

*
Cio

with respect to some decomposition Hp = H\ @ Hi [6]. Since DA is of Hilbert-Schmidt class

implies DA,, and so also DAX , is of Hilbert-Schmidt class, A\ £ Co. Suppose Hi is non-trivial.

Since the spectrum a(A\) ofA\ consists of the zeros of the minimal function m^, (of A\) in the

unit disc D and of the complement, in the unit circle dD, of the union of the arcs of dD on which

mAl is analytic [6, p. 126], crp( A\) is countable (and consists of the zeros of a Blaschke product).

The hypothesis A satisfies property (P) implies A\ satisfies property (P) ; hence o(A\)C\dD = <j>

[3, Theorem 5], and so a( A\) = a( A\) D D = <rp( A\).By hypothesis, the eigenvalues of A arc

all simple; hence the minimal function m ^ is a Blaschke product with simple zeros.

Let
n n ~

where the distinct >n's satisfy \Xn\ < 1 and £ B ( 1 - \\n\) < oo. For each n, let H\n = {a; €

H\ : {At - A«)z = 0} . Then AXn = A\ \H1% is a normal operator and the system {#i«}£i is

a basic system (i.e., H\ = H\n 0 V Hu for each nand f|( V # t / = {0} - see [1]) of invariant

subspaces of A\ [6, p.135]. Since A\ satisfies property (P), each of the subspaces Hu reduces

A\ and A\ = © A\n is normal. But then, since Ap satisfies property (P) , Ap has a normal

direct summand - a contradiction. Thus A\ must act on the trivial space, and we conclude that

Ap = At £ Cio •



Theorem 2 fails in the absence of the hypothesis that A satisfies (P) . Consider, for
example, die contraction A (with DA of Hilbert-Schmidt class) defined by

> = H\ © Hi (say)) ,

where An is a normal contraction of type Cn © Co and B is a normal contraction of class Co.
Choosing / t to be a unit vector in Hn such that Anf\ = \f\, e' a unit vector in Hi such that
Be' = — j e ' , g = f\ © e' © e' and e> = o © e' © o it is seen that (1) is not satisfied. However all is
not lost. The contraction A (above) is a square root of the normal contraction A2. For contractions
A, DA is of Hilbert-Schmidt class, which are nth roots of some normal contraction, one has the
following analogue of inequality (1).

Theorem 3 Let A be an nth root of a normal contraction T, n > 2 some integer, such that DA

is of Hilbert-Schmidt class. Let ex be a unit eigenvector corresponding to an eigenvalue X of A,

and let g G H be such that Ag / Xg. Then there is an invertible operator S such that

,SAg) |2

\\SU-

(Here the operator S may turn out to be the identity operator.)

Proof The hypothesis An = T for some integer n>2,T normal, and DA is of Hilbert-Schmidt
class imply either A or A is similar to a normal contraction N [4, Theorem 1]. If A is normal, then
(2) holds (with S = / ) . If A is not normal, then let A = S~* NS for some invertible operator S,

Let e'x = 5e)i/j|5e>|j; then, since NSex = XSex, e'x is a unit eigenvector corresponding to the
eigenvalue X of N. Set <?i = Sg; then Ng\ J Xgi whenever Ag j Xg. Applying [5, Theorem 1]
(or, Theorem 1 above, since N satisfies the hypotheses) we have

This implies inequality (2).
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